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Abstract The previous schemes of key establishment in
the wireless sensor networks may not be employed for
the mission-critical application due to several limitations:
lightweightness and scalability from the point of performance, vulnerabilities against node compromise and various
existing attacks from the point of security. In this paper, after
identifying security requirements of mission-critical applications over sensor networks, we propose a scalable and robust hierarchical key establishment scheme which enhances
resilience against node capture, traffic analysis attack and
acknowledgment spoofing attack. In addition, our scheme
provides periodic key updates without communication costs
for key transport. We verified that our scheme requires
less storage, computation and communication cost compared with the previous scheme in the open literature. When
AES-256 is used for symmetric encryption and one cluster consists of 50 sensor nodes, we can reduce 93.4% storage requirement and 17.2% ∼ 51.3% communication cost of
the authentication request for the cluster. Since the reduced
communication and computation costs enable the time of
authentication process to be short, our scheme can support
relatively fast initialization and fault recovery. Moreover,
our scheme prolongs the lifetime of the wireless sensor networks.
Keywords Hierarchical key establishment · Sensor
network · Mission-critical application
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1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the fundamental technologies for building ubiquitous computing environments. As the WSN consists of many sensor nodes with limited resources (i.e., computational power, storage and battery), it has many security vulnerabilities [1] than other networks (e.g., LAN and mesh network). To employ the sensor networks for mission-critical applications (e.g., battle
field surveillance, surveillance reconnaissance, disaster relief and critical infrastructure monitoring application), we
should address the following challenging problems. (1) Resilience against node capture should be enhanced as security
is more important than other requirements. Since the adversary can obtain all confidential information of the compromised node, the number of the shared keys should be minimized. (2) Also, the adversary can launch various attacks
during network initialization. Specially, traffic analysis may
help the adversary acquire the information regarding network topology and compromise the cluster heads easily.
(3) Cryptography primitives for military application
should be more lightweight. According to the implementation results in the open literature, AES-256, ECC-160 and
HMAC based on SHA-160 require 15 K [3], 21 K [4] and
4 K bytes [5], respectively. Key storage of the shared keys,
routing protocol, utilities, application programs and operating system should be implemented within 88 K bytes,
68.8% in the program flash memory of Mica2 sensor node
[6]. However, a special-purpose program such as motion
detection of any object based on image processing, which
requires more than 88 K bytes, may exist.
(4) Finally, the processing time in each sensor node
should be minimized. Sleeping mode, deactivation of sensor
node except for radio frequency module, in the sensor network is important to extend the network lifetime. Hence, all
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the processing jobs should be done in a non-sleeping phase
even if the special-purpose program needs much longer processing time. Moreover, the shorter processing time supports
faster network initialization, fault recovery and message delivery.
Our contribution: To address this problem, we propose a
scalable and robust hierarchical key establishment scheme.
While supporting periodic key update without key transport
cost, providing robustness against various routing attacks
and supports data aggregation reducing redundancy among
sensed data within the same cluster area, compared with the
previous approach [2], our scheme reduces 93.4% storage
requirement and 17.2% ∼ 51.3% (or 16.5% ∼ 42.6%) communication cost for the authentication request of 50 sensor
nodes in one cluster when AES-256 (or AES-128) is used
for symmetric encryption. Specially, the scheme provides
resilience against traffic analysis during the key establishment using the pseudonym approach.
Organization: The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 investigates the related work. Section 3 presents
the assumptions and notation in this paper. Section 4 provides the detailed process of our scheme. Section 5 gives security and performance analysis. Finally, we conclude with
short summary in Sect. 6.

2 Related work
We can classify the existing key establishment schemes
[2, 7–10, 13] for WSN into random key pre-distribution
based approach, master key based approach and trusted
party based approach. In 2002, Eschenauer et al. proposed
a random key pre-distribution [7]. When the whole sensor
network consists of 10,000 sensor nodes, each sensor node
should store 250 keys, about 6 K bytes in case of 256-bit
key, in the memory to provide 99.8% network connectivity.
Reduced the storage requirement, less keys in the memory,
indicates a low probability to find the shared key(s). Node
compromise allows the adversary to reuse the stored keys
in the memory for mounting various attacks. A size of the
key to be stored in each node should be increased as the
network grows in size. To enhance resilience against node
capture and reduce storage requirements, several methods
using deployment knowledge or symmetric polynomial are
introduced [8–10]. But, some problems still remain. Cooperation among the compromised sensor nodes is not considered in the analysis for resilience against node capture [11].
Random key pre-distributionapproach needs more neighbor
nodes for better network connectivity. This means that the
whole network size should be increased or each node should
increase its transmission range which causes more frequent
packet collision and communication cost [12]. The adversary can easily obtain identifiers of sensor nodes, which
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are useful to guess network topology information, through
eavesdropping any communication.
LEAP (Localized Encryption and Authentication Protocol) is a representative scheme of master key based approach [13]. Using the shared master key and identifiers of
its neighbors, each sensor node generates pairwise keys with
its neighbors. Compared to the random key pre-distribution
approach, LEAP provides fully connected network topology
with less storage requirements, about 4 K bytes when 256bit key is used. After generating all pairwise keys, each sensor node should erase the shared master key. But the problem
is that the adversary can obtain the master key before erasing
and generate all pairwise keys in the entire network. In 2005,
Hartung et al. showed that anyone can get all data within 1
minute using chip-debugging method [14]. In addition, the
adversary can get identifiers of sensor nodes through eavesdropping any communication.
Typical example of trusted party based approach is
HIKES (HIerarchical Key Establishment Scheme) [2]. In
2007, Ibriq et al. proposed HIKES to provide robustness
against well-known routing attacks while supporting the authentication and key distribution efficiently. Compared to the
previous approaches, HIKES needs less storage, about 3 K
bytes when 256-bit key is used. The central trust authority
(or base station) transfers a part of its role for authentication and key distribution to cluster heads. As the network
size increases from 1000 to 9000, according to the simulation result in [2], the energy consumption of a cluster head
on key management is 3% to 20% while the cluster head in
LEACH-type scheme dissipates 13% to 82% energy on key
management. That’s why we believe that trusted party based
approach is more suitable than the other key managements.
However, the adversary can reuse the stored key escrow table to guess pairwise keys of neighbors of the compromised
node. Also, the adversary gets identifiers of sensor nodes.
Still, HIKES requires a large amount of communications
for authenticating cluster members, although it aggregates
authentication message at the cluster heads.

3 Our system model, assumptions, and notation
The previous approaches [2, 7–10, 13] may be vulnerable
to node compromise. In addition, an adversary can perform
traffic analysis and launch several attacks to disturb the goal
of the sensor network. The mission-critical applications may
suffer lack of program flash memory due to cryptographic libraries (i.e., AES-256, ECC-160 and HMAC based on SHA160) and the shared keys. The mission-critical applications
should provide fast initialization and fault recovery even if
the number of the deployed sensor nodes increase. Thus, the
mission-critical applications should satisfy mutual authentication, source anonymity with proper accountability, confi-
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dentiality, integrity, resilience against node compromise, resilience against various existing routing attacks, fast initialization, lightweightness, scalability, and fast fault recovery.
3.1 Our system model
Figure 1 shows our system model. In this model, the sensor
network consists of a base station, several gateways, multiple cluster heads and many sensor nodes. A sensor node,
having a battery power, gathers the nearby interesting event
(i.e., environmental information and living human in disaster area) and sends the information to a cluster head. Then,
the cluster head aggregates the received information and forwards it to the base station via a gateway. Since the sensor
nodes in the same cluster report very similar data compared
with other nodes in the different cluster, data aggregation
technique is required to extend the lifetime of the sensor
network. Also, the base station, which has more computation of power, battery and storage resource compared to

Fig. 1 System model

Table 1 Notations
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the other entities, sends its query or response to the cluster
head and sensor node via the gateway. By introducing gateway, we can reduce energy consumption of the intermediate
nodes between the target cluster head and base station. In
addition, we can reduce transmission delay and packet loss
due to congestion close to the base station. That’s why many
prototype systems support gateway [16, 17]. Hence, our system model can increase lifetime of the sensor network by
reducing the number of packet retransmissions. We assume
that the channel between the gateway and base station is secure.
3.2 Assumptions and notation
In this paper, we assume that each sensor node computes
HMAC of a to-be-sent packet using the preloaded master
key, KInit and appends the HMAC to the packet. When
each sensor node receives a message (i.e., periodic or event
reporting), it verifies the received message by performing
HMAC with KInit . If there is any modification, the node
drops the received message. Through this approach, our
scheme can support message integrity.
Also, each cluster head performs power adaptation for
delivering a message directly to its neighbor cluster head
via omnidirectional or directional antenna.
We assume that maximum hop distance between a cluster head and its member node is 2, optimal for maximum
clustering effect [18].
Finally, network topology is established using KInit during network initialization. The notations used throughout
this paper are illustrated in Table 1.
The base station keeps initial credential Cu0 , current credential, Cui , a current session key, KSN u ,BS , a selected random number j , a nonce Ru , and S in its own database per

BS/CH/SN

Base station / Cluster Head / Sensor Node

Credential

A ticket for entity authentication

token

An authentication request message

n

Key update frequency, which is predetermined by the base station before node
deployment.

x

A number of sensor nodes in one cluster

KA,B

Shared secret key between entities A and B

SN A

A sensor node having an identity ‘A’

S

A set of selected numbers where | S | should be larger than 2n

Ci

or CAi , i = 0, 1, . . .
i
j or jAi , i = 1, 2, . . .

A series of authorized credentials generated by entity A

m1 ||m2

Concatenation of two messages m1 and m2

E{m, KA }

A message m is encrypted by a symmetric key KA

H (m)

A hashed value of message m using a hash function (i.e., SHA-160)

HMAC(m, KA )

HMAC operation with message m and KA

i
R i or RA
, i = 1, 2, . . .

A series of nonces generated by entity A, which is usually a 48-bit pseudo
random number

A series of a user’s number selections
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each sensor node u. Whenever a sensor node u conducts
node authentication, it selects one random number j from 0
to 2n − 1 only if the j -th value of S is 0. Otherwise, the node
reselects another random number j  . After encrypting j and
R with the shared key KSN u ,BS , the node sends the encryption result with its current credential C i . Only if the node
receives the proper acknowledgment from the base station,
the node updates the stored S by flipping j -th value of S.
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4.2 Key establishment phase
Key establishment phase consists of three stages; gathering
stage, entity authentication stage and key distribution stage.
4.2.1 Gathering stage
Each member node u, which has 2-hop distance from its
cluster head, generates as the following procedure:

4 Our scheme
To satisfy the security and performance requirement, we
adopt the following approaches. The base station authenticates all sensor nodes in the network to prevent their misbehavior and enhance resilience against node compromise.
In order to reduce the advantage of node compromise, each
sensor node stores and keeps only one key for authenticating
itself to the base station. Although our approach needs additional communication costs compared to the previous approaches [7–10, 13], the gateway in our system model can
reduce the communication costs. In addition, our approach
reduces the computation and communication cost for adding
a new node and removing a node. When the new node joins
or leaves the sensor network, the existing approaches require
the existing nodes to update the shared pairwise keys with
their neighbors. Our approach enforces the existing nodes to
update the shared cluster key only if some nodes in the same
cluster leave the network.
We employ pseudonym and a set of the selected numbers to provide source anonymity with proper accountability. Source anonymity with proper accountability prevents
the adversary from obtaining network topology information
and launching a replay attack.
Each sensor node does not generate the shared keys for
secure communication between the sensor node and its onehop neighbors, but has one global key used to verify message integrity. In our approach, the adversary can only insert
additional message if the neighbor node is compromised. As
a result, this approach restricts the activities of the adversary.
Moreover, this approach reduces the number of the shared
keys with neighbors so that the processing time of each node
can be reduced.
Our key establishment consists of three phases; initialization phase, key establishment phase and update phase. We
explain each phase in detail.

1. Generate a fresh nonce R i+1 and select 0 ≤ j i+1 ≤
2n − 1 until the j i+1 -th value of S is 0
2. Compute own TOKEN u = Cui ||E{jui ||Rui ||jui+1 ||Rui+1 ,
KSN u ,BS } where C i = H (C 0 ||j i ||R i ) and KSN u ,BS =
H (Cu0 ||Cui )
After computing its TOKEN u , the node sends the token to
the neighbor node v, which is a 1-hop neighbor of the cluster head. When the neighbor node v does not authenticate
itself to the base station, the node computes TOKEN v and
TOKEN  by appending the computed token to the received
message. The computation process of TOKEN v is similar to
the above procedure. Then, the node v sends TOKEN  to the
cluster head. If the node v has already sent its own token, the
node forwards the received message to its cluster head after
checking message integrity. Note that the neighbor node v
stores the credential, Cui , in the received message to its routing table. The node u can check misbehavior of the node v
by overhearing the token message of the node in part of the
modified authentication token. Figure 2 illustrates the gathering stage.
4.2.2 Entity authentication stage

4.1 Initialization phase

Each cluster head sends the authentication token list, REQ,
to the base station. Since REQ is ordered by the receiving
sequence of the authentication tokens from member nodes,
the cluster head can distribute the response message of the
received token to each sensor node. The intermediate clusi
ter heads on the path to the base station will store CCH
to
their routing table and forward REQ to their neighbor cluster heads until the gateway receives REQ. Then, the gateway
forwards the received message to the base station through
the heterogeneous networks such as WCDMA and WiFi.
After receiving REQ, the base station performs the following procedures:

1 , and K
Each sensor node stores S, n, C 0 , j 1 , RBS
Init which
are randomly generated and only shared with the base
station. Then, each node computes C 1 = H (C 0 ||j 1 ||R 1 )
and generates one-time session key KSN u ,BS = H (Cu0 ||Cu1 )
where u is a node identifier.

1. Search KSN w ,BS using Cwi in each authentication token.
2. Verify the received token.
(a) Check whether the stored R i and j i are the same as
the received one.
(b) Check whether j i+1 -th value of the stored S is 0.
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Fig. 2 Gathering stage in key
establishment phase

Fig. 3 Entity authentication
stage in key establishment

3. Compute a response message RESw if two verification
results are true.
(a) Generate KCH only once for the
 targetcluster
and compute RESw = E{KCH R i+1 j i+1 ,
KSN w ,BS }.
(b) Store KCH , R i and j i+1 .
4. Otherwise, generate an ALERT response.
5. Remove the authentication token in REQ.
6. Repeat (1)–(5) steps until the authentication token in
REQ remain.

i with the stored R i . If the comparison result is not the
RBS
BS
same, the cluster re-sends REQ to the base station. Figure 3
depicts the entity authentication stage.
Since j i and R i are only known to the base station, the
base station can generate C i , decrypt TOKEN w and check
whether the node w is legitimate. To support proper accountability, the base station verifies S, the set of selected number
shared with each sensor node, by checking j i+1 -th value of
the stored S.

After generating all response messages for the authentication tokens in REQ, the base station sends a response
message list, RES, to the target cluster head via the gateway.
i
The intermediate cluster heads, stored CCH
in their routing
table, broadcast RESBS to their neighbor cluster heads until
the message is delivered to the final destination. Then, the
target cluster head decrypts the message, obtains KCH and
verifies the obtained key by comparing the obtained value

4.2.3 Key distribution stage
Each cluster head computes a response message against each
authentication token, RESCH (or RESCH  ), and sends it to
the member nodes. If the cluster head received TOKEN u
(or TOKEN  ), the cluster head sends RESCH (or RESCH  ).
Due to the characteristics of wireless communication in the
WSN, all cluster members should listen the broadcasted
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Fig. 4 Key distribution stage in
key establishment phase

message of the cluster head. After overhearing the credential
in the broadcasted message, each member node can identify
whether the message is sent to the node. The member node
w, received the response message, performs the following
procedures:
1. Classify the received message into RESCH and RESCH 
according to message size.
2. Verify its own response message.
(a) Decrypt the authentication token and obtain KCH .
i with
(b) Confirm KCH by comparing the obtained RBS
i
the stored RBS .
(c) Update C i+1 , S and KSN w ,BS only if the result is the
same.
3. If the message is RESCH  , compute RESCH and forward
it to its neighbor node.
Through the above verification of response message, the
member nodes can recognize that the base station sent the response message and obtained the updated credentials of the
member nodes. However, the base station updates the stored
credential and shared key after receiving next authentication
token from each sensor node. Without additional communication rounds, the base station cannot verify whether the sent
messages are delivered to the target nodes or not. Based on
these verifications, our scheme does not suffer the synchronization problem in periodic key update. Figure 4 presents
the key distribution stage.
4.3 Update phase
Each sensor node is allowed to generates the authorized credential n times after node deployment. After n sessions, all
nodes should update their secret information, C 0 and S, for
providing anonymity with proper accountability. To support
this update, we choose the base station as the update initiator. Although each sensor node can take a role of update

initiator, it needs more communication cost for message delivery.
Update phases consists of update request and its distribution. In update phase, the base station sends
i ||E{R i+1 ||R i
KEY_UPDATE = MSG_UPDATE||CCH
BS
CH ⊕
i+1
i+1
i
i
i
||
jCH , KCH,BS }E{RBS ||R1 ⊕ j1 , KSN 1 ,BS }|| · · · ||E{RBS
i
i
Rx ⊕ jx , KSN x ,BS } to the target cluster through the gateway.
Then, the target cluster head decrypts first token in the rei ⊕ ji
ceived KEY_UPDATE and checks the obtained RCH
CH
with the stored value. Only if the comparison result is
the same, the cluster head believes that the message is
sent by the base station and updates its secret information,
i+1
0 = H (C 0 ||S
) and Cnew
Snew = H (Sold ||RBS
new ).
old
After updating its own secret information, the cluster
head computes update request messages and sends them to
its members. As the cluster head received an aggregated authentication token in the authentication phase, the cluster
head can generate UP_REQ and send the message to its
neighbors. Then, the member node v perform the following
procedures:
1. Classify the received message into UP_REQ =
i+1
i+1
, KCH }||E{RBS
||Rui ⊕ jui ,
Cui ||E{MSG_UPDATE||RBS
i+1

KSN u ,BS } and UP_REQ = UP_REQ||E{RBS ||Rvi ⊕ jvi ,
KSN v ,BS } according to the message size.
2. Verify its own update request.
(a) After decrypting the request, extract Rvi ⊕ jvi
i+1
and RBS
.
(b) Compare the extracted Rvi ⊕ jvi with the stored
Rvi ⊕ jvi in its memory.
i+1
i+1
with the received RBS
(c) Compare the extracted RBS
from its cluster head.
3. Update its secret information only if two comparison results are the same.
i+1
0
) and Cnew
=
(a) Compute Snew = H (Sold ||RBS
0
H (Cold ||Snew ).
(b) Store the results in the memory.
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Table 2 Security-related
features

O: Provided, X: Not provided,
Ack.: Acknowledgement
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Eschenauer et al. [7] LEAP [13] HIKES [2]

Ours

Mutual authentication

O

O

O

O

Periodic key update

X

X

X

O

Confidentiality

O

O

O

O

Integrity

O

O

O

O

Source anonymity

X

X

X

O

Accountability

X

X

X

O

Resilience against node capture

Low

Medium

Medium high High

Resilience against bogus routing attack

N/A

X

O

O

Resilience against sinkhole attack

N/A

X

O

O

Resilience against sybil attack

N/A

O

O

O

Resilience against wormhole attack

N/A

X

O

O

Resilience against HELLO flood attack N/A

O

O

O

Resilience against Ack. spoofing attack N/A

O

X

O

Fast initialization & fault recovery

Medium high

High

Low

Medium

Scalability

Low

High

Medium

Medium high

4. Compute UP_REQ if the received message is UP_REQ .
(a) Remove its own update request.
(b) Compute HMAC of the UP_REQ and forward
UP_REQ to its neighbors
4.4 Improvement for key establishment phase
As the authentication of one cluster is done by the base station, the cluster head should spend more energy than the previous approaches (e.g., random key pre-distribution based
approach and master key based approach). The major energy consumption of the cluster head is to forward REQ to
the base station. As the number of the member nodes in
a cluster increases, the energy consumption of the cluster
head also increases linearly. Thus, our scheme may suffer
frequent cluster head elections, which will reduce the expected lifetime of the sensor network.
Since the credential Cui of the sensor node u is used as
one-time pseudonym in our scheme, we can reduce the size
of each credential to the number of the deployed sensor
nodes. For instance, when the network size is 60,000, 16
bits credential is enough to identify all sensor nodes in the
network. The simplest way to generate the reduced size of
each credential is to cut the desired length from the least
significant bits of the credential. This improvement can be
applied in authentication phase.

5.1 Security analysis
In Table 2 we compare security-related features of our
scheme with previous work.
5.1.1 Mutual authentication with periodic key update
Each sensor node w authenticates the base station using
KSN w ,BS and its authorized credential. Since the credential
and the shared key are only known to the base station, it
persuades the base station that the token is generated by
the legal sensor node. Also, each node and the base station
update the shared key securely during the authentication.
While each node can verify whether the base station receive
necessary information for key update through key confirmation, the base station keeps the received information with the
stored values until receiving the next authentication. Only if
the base station can verify whether the received information
is used for authenticating the node, the base station updates
the stored values as the received information. Otherwise, the
base station can recognize that there is an attack near to the
sensor node.
5.1.2 Confidentiality and integrity
All communications are protected by the shared key among
participants. Also, we use HMAC to provide message integrity. As a result, our scheme can achieve confidentiality
and integrity requirements.

5 Analysis

5.1.3 Source anonymity and accountability

In this section, we analyze the security and performance of
our scheme.

By adopting pseudonym approach so that the adversary cannot identify the source of the received packet, he or she
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cannot obtain the network topology information and the
advantage of selective packet dropping. The intermediate
cluster heads, which have received REQ, cannot distinguish
whether the message is generated by the nearby cluster head
or not. Because there is no identity in REQ and all credentials are changed in every authentication session. However,
the base station can distinguish the actual sender of the message since each sensor node generates its own authorized
credential using the secret information (i.e., a set of the selected numbers and the shared key with the base station)
only known to the base station and updates the credential
frequently. The node w notifies the necessary information
for credential update to the base station using KSN w ,BS and
updates its secret information after key confirmation.
Using a set of the selected numbers, our scheme provides
proper accountability. Because each sensor node generates
its own authorized credential and updates the set of the selected numbers during n times. After n sessions, the base
station sends a update request if the node is legal and does
not misbehave at all. Therefore, the node can update its initial credential and set of the selected numbers. When the
two or more credentials are the same, the base station will
resolve this dispute using the set of the selected numbers
provided by two or more sensor nodes.
5.1.4 Resilience against node capture
The major advantage of node capture is the acquisition of
valid keys since the adversary can launch various attacks using those keys. In our scheme, the adversary can launch the
limited attacks because he or she can get KInit , KCH and
the shared key with the base station. When a cluster head
is compromised, the adversary can change the aggregated
data using KCH and drop the received message (i.e., authentication request or event reporting). However, these activities can be detected by the base station and the neighboring
nodes. Recall that the node u can check misbehavior of the
intermediate node by overhearing the token message of the
node in part of the modified authentication token. Moreover,
the possibility for detection of the compromised nodes is
increased with the help of the neighboring nodes since the
intermediate nodes (or compromised cluster head) have only
two limited permissions to check message integrity (or aggregate the received message).
Although the adversary can obtain the network topology information via node capture, it is also limited in our
scheme. Because routing decision is determined by the received credentials in the routing table of each node or cluster
head, the attacker can acquire no information from the credentials.
Also, the secret information for node authentication (i.e.,
t , C i and K
S, j i , R i , RBS
CH ) are generated after node deployment. By storing the information in the volatile memory
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and blocking battery power when node mobility is detected,
we can prevent the adversary from obtaining this information of the compromised node. The only information, which
1 . Recan be obtained by the adversary, is KInit , C 0 and RBS
call that S is updated per every authentication phase.
Finally, object detection hardware or software in military
scenarios can enhance resilience against node capture. Periodic observation about the nearby environment can discover
any physical approach to the sensor nodes. Then, the sensor
nodes verify what it is and delete secret information except
the authorized approach.
5.1.5 Resilience against various existing attacks
There are two types of attackers: outsider attackers and insider attackers. In case of outsider attack, it is relatively easy
to detect the attack. Since the attacking message is generated without KInt , the message fails to pass message integrity check. Now, we consider various existing routing attacks from the insider. In case of sinkhole attack, the attacker
should compromise a cluster head or 1-hop neighbor v of the
cluster head to establish a sinkhole. When the compromised
node discards the authentication token or add several fake
tokens, these activities can be detected by its neighbors or
the base station. Recall that the node u can check misbehavior of the node v by overhearing the token message of the
node in part of TOKEN  and by performing key confirmation in authentication phase. Also, the base station can identify any insertion of fake tokens due to the increased cluster
members and non-mobility. After node deployment and first
authentication of the target cluster, the base station is able
to bound the number of the cluster members. In addition, as
node mobility is not allowed in most application scenarios,
the base station can distinguish whether the adversary inserts
the token through the wormhole attack. Therefore, sinkhole
attack and wormhole attack are infeasible.
If the attacker launches wormhole, sybil and HELLO
flood attacks, which are based on the message forwarding
of legal sensor nodes in the different cluster and obtained
keys from node capture, the base station identifies these attacks because of non-mobility of any sensor nodes in most
applications. However, the message should be delivered to
the base station. In addition, each sensor node can identify
its neighbors via the received credentials during authentication phase. When the attacker launches the sybil attack, the
base station recognizes that the node having the shared key
with the base station is compromised due to node mobility.
In case of wormhole attack, we have already discussed how
to prevent this attack. Since network topology is not changed
by broadcasting a HELLO packet but changing a cluster
head, HELLO flood attack is also not practical. Hence,
wormhole, sybil and HELLO flood attacks are infeasible.
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Table 3 Computational
overhead

a No

2-hop node exists

b 2-hop

node exists

x: The number of sensor nodes
in one cluster

HIKES [2]
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Ours

Hash

Symm. key

Nonce

Hash

Symm. key

Nonce

operation

operation

generation

operation

operation

generation

Pass 1

0

3

2

2

1

1

Pass 2

0

3

1

2a (or 4b )

1

1

Pass 3

0

3

1

4

1

1

Pass 4

0

x +4

1

2x + 8

x +1

0

Pass 5

1

7

0

6

1

0

Pass 6

0

4

1

4

2

0

Acknowledgment spoofing attack can be detected since
all messages from the base station contain verification information and are encrypted using the shared key with each
sensor node. However, selective forwarding attack is possible in our scheme. Nevertheless, the effect is localized
within a cluster (or its neighbors) if a cluster head (or a sensor node) is compromised. Compared to the previous work,
our scheme provides difficulty in identifying that the packet
should be dropped. Also, frequent packet drop increase a
possibility being detected.
5.1.6 Resilience against de-synchronization attack
Since our scheme provides periodic key update, the adversary may launch de-synchronization attack using the previous credential. Although the credential is exposed to anyone,
the attacker cannot generate the shared key with the base
station unless compromising the target node. The base station keeps the received C i+1 , j i and R i of authorized nodes
until receiving next authentication token. Only if it verifies
that C i+1 , j i and R i are used in the next authentication token, it stores the received information as the authorized one.
Also each sensor nodes only updates its own credential if
key confirmation is successful. Thus, it is infeasible in our
scheme.
5.1.7 Fast initialization and fault recovery
As we compared the performance of our scheme with the
previous scheme in [2], our scheme reduces communication
cost and average processing time in single nodes. The detailed discussion is covered in Sect. 5.2.3. Thus, our scheme
can support relatively faster initialization after node deployment and faster recovery after fault occurrence on a cluster
head. These features are important since mission-critical applications (e.g., military applications) need seamless service
with efficient, fault-tolerance and real time delivery.

5.2 Performance
5.2.1 Storage overhead
To compare our scheme with the previous work [2], we assume that |n|, |H (m)|, |KA |, |C i |, the number of one cluster member and identifier size are 80, 20 bytes, 32 bytes,
2 bytes, 50 and 16 bits, respectively. In our scheme, all
sensor nodes need to store their own secret information
t , and K
(i.e., KInit , C 0 , S, j i , R i , RBS
CH . Also, each cluster
head should remember the received credential of its member nodes. While each cluster head needs 99 bytes for its
own secret information and 100 bytes for received credential list, the member nodes except their cluster head needs
99 bytes for its own secret information. While the previous work [2] requires 3 K bytes, our scheme only requires
199 bytes. Thus, our scheme reduces 93.4% storage requirement.
5.2.2 Computational overhead
We compare the computational overhead of our scheme with
HIKES [2]. Table 3 illustrates a comparison result of the
computational overhead during authentication phase. To estimate processing time in the node, we compare CPU cycles
between hash operation and symmetric key encryption using
energy per instruction cycle. Since AES-128 consumes two
times more energy than SHA-160 in MICA2 platform [19],
AES needs more CPU cycle than SHA. Also, our scheme
can reduce key setup time since the scheme in HIKES
[2] needs more symmetric key encryptions with different
keys and key setup operation in AES needs twenty times
more CPU cycles than encryption [3]. Thus, our scheme
needs less processing time in the node then the previous
scheme [2]. Although the base station in our scheme requires
more computational overhead, the burden of the base station
is not critical issue due to the abundant resources such as
(i.e., computation, battery and storage) of the base station.
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Fig. 5 Communication cost comparison of authentication process in the single cluster when AES-128 is used and the cluster consists of 50, 60
and 70 nodes

5.2.3 Communication overhead
We assume that HIKES [2] adopts the enhancement idea
in the paper to reduce the message size during pass 5.
In addition, we assume that the identifier of a sensor
node is 20 bits and the size of Cui is 16 bits. To compare communication overhead with the previous work [2],
we generate our experimental topology by distributing the
member nodes having 2-hop distance in the cluster over
1-hop neighbor equally. Then, we compute the communication cost of our scheme and HIKES for authenticating
all sensor nodes and a cluster head in the same cluster
by adjusting the number of 1-hop neighbor of the cluster head. Note that we do not consider that communication cost of medium access control protocol in wireless sensor network. Figure 5 shows the comparison result. As the number of one-hop neighbors in the same
cluster increases, the communication cost of authentication process decreases. Because the parent node can add
its own authentication request to the received authentication request of a sibling node. When AES-128 is used, the
number of one cluster member is 50 and the number of
one-hop neighbors of the cluster head is 15, our scheme requires 8,524 bytes to authenticate all sensor nodes and one
cluster head in the same cluster. However, HIKES needs
4835 bytes more. In addition, our scheme does not need to
consider the communication overhead for a routing protocol while HIKES requires additional messages to support
the routing protocol. In our scheme, the credential attached

to the each message is used to determine the necessary routing decision. Thus, our scheme is more lightweight than the
previous scheme [2].
To analysis the energy consumption of the cluster head
during authentication phase, we apply the analytical model
[15] proposed by Polastre et al. in 2004. Because Polastre
et al. proposed the model for a real world monitoring application and validated the model by performing several microbenchmarks. Since we only focus on the energy consumption of the cluster head during authentication phase, we
revise the energy consumed by transmitting, Etx = |m| ×
ttxb × ctxb × V where |m| is a length of message m, ttxb
is time for transmitting 1 byte, ctxb is current consumption for transmitting 1 byte, and V is voltage. Also, we
rewrite the energy consumed by receiving, Erx = |m| ×
trxb × crxb × V , where z is the number of received messages from its neighbors, trxb is time for receiving 1 byte,
and crxb is current consumption for receiving 1 byte. When
we use Mica2 mote, ttxb , ctxb , trxb , crxb and voltage are
416E–6(s), 20 mA, 416E–6(s), 15 mA and 3, respectively.
Using the information and comparison results, we computes the energy consumption of the cluster head during authentication phase. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show actual energy
consumption of one cluster head. We reduce the energy consumption of one cluster head 16.3% ∼ 43.2%. Whenever
REQBS (or REQ) are forwarded to the neighbor cluster head,
the cluster head and neighbor cluster head should spend Etx
and Erx , respectively. Due to our assumption that the gateway forwards these messages to the base station or cluster
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Fig. 6 The energy consumption of the cluster head in single hop when the cluster consists of 50 nodes

head, we can reduce the energy Etx and Erx , spent by the
intermediate cluster heads between the cluster head and base
station.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a scalable and robust hierarchical key establishment scheme for mission-critical applications over sensor networks. Compared with the previous
work [2], our scheme enhances not only resilience against
node capture and various existing attacks, but also performance with respect to storage, computation and communication. More precisely, we reduce 93.4% storage requirement, the number of symmetric key operations in single
sensor node and 17.2% ∼ 51.3% (or 16.5% ∼ 42.6%) communication cost for the authentication request of 50 sensor
nodes in one cluster when AES-256 (or AES-128) is used
for symmetric key encryption. Using this novel property,
our scheme can support fast initialization and fault recovery. Moreover, our scheme provides source anonymity to obstruct the adversary to obtain network topology information
and determine which message should be dropped. By reducing the resources required to authenticate the sensor nodes
in one cluster and providing better security properties than
the previous work, we obtain better scalability and robustness.
In the near future, we will extend our scheme to build
secure routing protocol for military applications and analyze their performance. Note that secure routing protocol includes cluster formation, discovery of neighbor cluster, data
aggregation and reporting, and topology maintenance.
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